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Conservative Systems 
YANG GAO* 
Department of Mathematics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 
The tao conservativity and opposite principles in geometric nonlinear conserva- 
tive systems are studied based on the theory of convex analysis. By introducing a 
so-called complementary gap function, a remarkable symmetry is discovered in the 
yin-yang structures (like primal and dual problems in optimization). Its is found 
that the opposite principles in a system are directly related to the property of this 
gap function. Applications in continuum mechanics are illustrated. Q 1989 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. THE YIN-YANG STRUCTURES IN CONSERVATIVE SYSTEM 
Nature is a perfect product of the yin-yang complementarity, which is 
derived from an invariant, namely Tao. In “physical” systems, this invari- 
ant yields a common mathematical structure that is independent of the 
physical contents of the theory and is common for both discrete and 
continuum theories. 
Let us consider a conservative system Z = {Y’-, Y+; U}. The structure 
yin Y-= {U; A}, where U is a space of control variables, describing the 
“state” of the system; A: U + E is an geometric (usually gradient-like) 
operator, where E is usually a space of higher order variables. The structure 
yang Y’= {E*; A*}, where E* is the dual space of E; A*: E* + U* is the 
conjugate operator of A. U* is the conjugate space of U. Its subset 
U,* c U* describes the “source” of the phenomena. $9 is a set of (usually 
nonlinear) relations, which indicate the complementarity between the struc- 
ture yin Y- and yang Y+. For example, if the elements in yin structure 
Y- describe the geometric (kinematic) relations, then the elements in yang 
structure Y”+ describe the balance (dynamic) relations of the system. The 
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FIG. 1. Yin-yang structures in nonlinear conservative system. 
system Z is called nonlinear if the operator A is nonlinear. The system is 
called conservative if the complementarity between Y- and Y+ is an 
isomorphism. 
The pairing between the elements u E U and u* E U* is given by a 
bilinear form (u*, u)~: U X U* --j % := % u { + cc}, which puts two space 
U and U* in duality. Here we assume that this duality is separated in both 
U and U*. The second bilinear form defined on the dual spaces E x E* 
may be represented by (e*, e)ll: E x E* + 8, which is also assumed to be 
separated in both E and E*. For a linear conservative system Z, the 
complementarity ields the following identity: 
(e*, Au), = (A*e*, u)~. 0) 
If the operator A: U -+ E is gradient-like, then the adjoint operator A*: 
E* + U* should be divergence-like. Equation (1) represents a general form 
of Gauss-Green law. Figure 1 shows the interrelations in a nonlinear 
conservative system. 
2. THE PRINCIPLE OF TAO CONSERVATION AND 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
In a nonlinear system Z, the geometrical operator A: U + E is function 
of u E U. The directional-derivative of e at u in the direction u E U 
defined as 
Se(u; u) := lim 
e(u + tu) - e(u) 
r--o+ t 
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If e(u) is Gateaux-differentiable, then we have 
Se(u; u) = Se(u)u = A,(u)u, (3) 
where 6e( u) = A,(u) is called the Gateaux derivative of e at a, which is a 
tangent geometrical mapping. Its complementary mapping is defined as 
A2(U) := A(u) -A,(u). (4) 
The typical form of the geometric mapping is that A is quadratic; i.e., 
S2A( u) = 0 and the second derivative of the original e(u) is a constant 
(and symmetry) linear map. In this case, we have [l] 
A2(U) = -6A( u; u) = -[GA(u)]u, (5) 
q&(44 = -[&(u)]u, (6) 
A,(u)w = -$'e(u;u,w) = -$4,(u)wu =A,(w)u. (7) 
Let us consider the bilinear functional I: W-X ‘?Y’-+ 8: 
f(u,e*) = (e*,e(u))II + ( - u*(E*),*)~. (8) 
For some given e* E E* or u E U, the principle of Tao conservation can be 
represented as the following 
61( 24, e*; u,e*)=O=Tao 
which is equivalent to the following variational equations: 
(9) 
6,l(u, e*; u) = 0 t;s A*e* - u* = 0 
l3J(u, e*; E*) = 0 - Ai - e = 0. 
(10) 
01) 
Where A:: E* -+ * U, c U* is the conjugate operator of A,. Its complemen- 
tary operator A:; E* + U2* = U*/Ui* is given by A: = A* - A:. If 
relation (11) is called the definition equation [2], then the associated relation 
(10) by Tao conservation should be called the balance equation. 
Let us introduce a stored energy (or superpotential) function W: E + &, 
which is usually assumed to be convex, lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.) owing 
to some conservation principle, then the complementary relations between 
dual spaces E and E* may be represented by the following subdifferential 
inclusion: 
e* E ilW(e), (12) 
where the set-valued mapping ( alV(e): E + E*} E V denotes the subdif- 
ferential of W at e, which is a convex and closed (possible empty) subset of 
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E* (cf. [3]): 
aW(e) := {e* E E*l(e*, e - .e)[[ 2 W(e) - W(E) V.r E E} (13) 
e* E E* is called subgradient. If W is Gateaux-differentiable, then one has 
aW(e) = {SW(e)}. Furthermore, if W is differentiable in the general 
sense, then 8 W has only one element, i.e., 8 W(e) = grad W(e). By the 
convexity of superpotential W, Eq. (12) has an equivalent inverse form 
e E aw*(e*), (14) 
where W*: E* --) % is the complementary superpotential obtained by a 
Legendre-Fenchel transformation: 
W*(e*) = sup {(e*, e),, - W(e)}. 
CTEE 
05) 
Equations (12) and (14) describe the internal “physical” properties (con- 
stitutive relations) of the system. By the same way, the complementary 
relations between U and Vi* may be described by a convex, 1.s.c. function 
F: U + % and its conjugate function E*: Ui* + % as 
-u* E a+) or u E aE*(4) (16) 
which describe the external “physical” properties (boundary-initial condi- 
tions) of the system. Summarizing, the abstract governing relations for a 
nonlinear conservative system can be written as 
Au-e=0 
A:e* - u* = 0 
e* E aW(e) or e E aw*(e*) 
--u* E aF(U) or u E aty4). (17) 
They are equivalent to the yin governing inclusion 
0 E A: aW(Au) + aI;( (18) 
and also to the yang governing inclusion 
0 E awlr(e*) - A, aF*( -A:e*) - A+ 0% 
The above two equivalent inclusions show that the yin-yang symmetry in 
system Z was broken by the nonlinearity of operator A. To repeat the 
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symmetry in the linear case (with A, = A and A, = 0), 
0 E A*aW(Au) + dF(u) 
0 E AdF*(-A*e*) - aW*(e*). 
(20) 
(21) 
3. BMMETRY RESTORED: THE COMPLEMENTARY GAP FUNCTION 
To recover the symmetry in nonlinear system, we introduce a complemen- 
tary gap function G: U X E* + ‘%: 
G(u, E*) := (E*, -A,(+), = ( -A;(u)&*, &. (22) 
This is a neutral functional, for given (u, e*) E U x E*, it may be repre- 
sented in following forms: 
G,(u) := ( - Af(u)e*, u),, G,+( -A;(U)&*) := ( - A;(U)&*, u)~. 
(23) 
Let 
F,(u) := F(u) + Gp(u), F,*( -A*&*) := F*( -A:E*) + G,*( -ALE*); 
(24) 
then F,: U+% and FC*: U*+% are convex, 1.s.c. Including this gap 
function, the yin-yang governing inclusions become 
0 E A* LW( Au) + r3F,( u) (25) 
0 E A aFC*( -A*e*) - dW*(e*). (26) 
With the aid of the complementary gap function G, the symmetry between 
yin and yang systems still exists for nonlinear systems. We will find that 
this complementary gap function plays an important role in the analysis of 
nonlinear variational problems. 
4. OPPOSITE PRINCIPLES IN YIN-YANG STRUCTURES 
Let P: 9-d % be the total superpotential 
P(u) := II+, A(u)u) = H+(u)) + F(u) (27) 
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Then the complementary superpotential -P*: 9’++ % should be [l] 
P*(e*) = -II*( -A:(u)&*, E*) - Gz( -A;(u)&*), (28) 
where II*( -u*, E*): U,* x E* -+ 8 is the conjugate function of 
II( u, A( u)u) obtained by the Legendre-Fenchel transformation: 
II*( -A:(u)e*, e*) = sup sup (( - A:(u)e*, u>~ + (e*, &)[I - H(u, E)) 
” E 
= W*(e*) + F*( -A:(u)e*). (29) 
THEOREM 1. Suppose the geometric operator A is quadratic, the superpo- 
tential W and F are Gateaux-diferentiable. Then we have opposite principles 
in yin-yang structures: 
6P(u; u) = 0 w 0 E A* JW(Au) + aF,(u) (30) 
SP*( e*; E*) = 0 @ 0 E A JF,*( -A*e*) - aW*(e*). (31) 
Moreouer, if the gap function G( u, E*) 2 0 for any (u, E*) E U X E*, 
P(u) = infrP(u) = sup P*(E) = P*(e*), 
t?*EE* 
(32) 
where u, e* solve the governing equations (17). 
The Hamiltonian in system Z is a functional from U x E* into %I: 
H( u, E*) := sup { (&*, &)I[ - II( u, E)}. (33) 
E 
The Lagrangian associated with Hamiltonian is defined as 
I+, E*) := (Au, E*)[~ - H(u, E*). (34) 
THEOREM 2. IfA: U + E is quadratic, and G(u, E*) 2 0 for any (u, E*) 
E U x E*, then 
inf P(u) = inL fui*L(u,e*) = sup P*(E*). 
UCU EE E*CE* 
5. APPLICATIONS IN CONTINUUM MECHANICS 
(35) 
In the finite deformation theory, the U, E* are the spaces of displacement 
and stress, respectively. Let P be an open, bounded subset of W3, with a 
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Lipschitz boundary r = T’, u r,. If we define 
A(u)24 = i[vu + uv + (vu) - (uv)] = e in 0 (36) 
then e(u) is a Green strain tensor. The associated balance equation should 
be 
A:(u)S = ((I + vu) * s) * v = 5 in Q, (37) 
where S = e* E E* is the Kirchihoff stress tensor, and b = u* E U* is a 
body force. Denote w is a stored energy function per unit volume, we have 
the constitutive relation S E aw(e). The superpotential functional (27) 
may be written as 
P(u) = k(e(u)) dii? - /,8. ud3 - /,i udr + /r\ky(u) dI’, (38) 
, ” 
where the admissible displacement space U, is defined as 
U,= {UE ulu=Oonr,} (39) 
\kUO(u) = (0 (if u E U,), + cc (if u E U,)} is the indicator of subset U,. 
The total complementary superpotential P* can be written as 
P*(S) = -k*(S) dQ - &$&S) dS2 - /,i[(vu) . (uv)] : SdS2. 
(40) 
Here the admissible stress space E,* is defined as 
E,* = {SEE*I((I+V~).S)*V -b=OinQ, 
(I+vu)-San-i=OOnr,}. 
if the gap function 
(41) 
Gh S> = j-$(vu) - (uv)] : s(u) dG 2 o v(u, S) E U x E*. 
(42) 
Then Theorem 1 shows the virtual displacement principle, the minimum 
potential energy principle in yin structure and the virtual stress principle as 
well as the maximum complementary energy principle in yang structure. In 
plastic limit analysis, the minimum potential energy principle gives an 
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upper bound of the safety factor. However, the maximum complementary 
energy principle gives a lower bound. 
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